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1. INTROJECTION 
The aim of this paper is to show that the two objects mentioned in the 
title essentially are the same thing. The group G = SL(2, C) is semisimple 
and every finite dimensional representation V is a finite direct sum 
v=~c,v, 
of irreducible representations V,, V2,..., where dim V,, = n and the ci: s are 
nonnegative integers. The isomorphism classes of virtual representations 
(i.e., we allow, negative cj: S) form a ring Ro, the representation ring where 
multiplication is induced by the tensor product over C. Let 
&odd = 
G xcjVj;cjEZandjodd , 
I 
R”“” = G xcjVj;cjEZandjeven 
Then R, = Rgdd Q R y is a Z/2Z-graded ring. An element C cj Vi in R;** 
or Ry with all cja 0 is called a homogeneous module. A polynomial 
a,+a,t+ * .- + a,, t” with positive integer coefficients is called symmetric 
unimodal if 
(a) a,-.=a,, 
(b) O<ao<a,<aa,< ... <aCn,Z1. 
MAIN THEOREM. There is a bijection (preserving multiplication) between 
{symmetric unimodal polynomials f } 
and 
{homogeneous modules}. 
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Odd (even) degree polynomials correspond to Ryn ( R”,dd). As a corollary we 
get that the Gaussian polynomial [F] is unimodal because it corresponds to 
the (homogeneous) module A’ V,,. 
Define the Schur module S”V= det(,Y+‘+‘V) where c( = (c(i) cxZ,..., ~1,) is 
a partition and S”V is the vth symmetric power of V. 
If V is a module then S”V is a homogeneous module and we get an 
explicit formula for PV,, expressed in the V,: s. A consequence is that the 
generalized Gaussian polynomial [ :] is unimodal. 
Let n,(V) = Cr A’Vt’ and define the Adams operations Ic/jV by 
ICI,(V) = 1;” eiVti where II/-,(V) = t(d/dt) log A,(V). The $‘V: s are never 
modules if j > 1. 
Conjecture. The following equivalent statements hold 
(a) n:= i (1 - t”“)/( 1 - t”) is unimodal if n is even or if n is odd and r 
sufficiently large (probably r > 13 suffices). 
(b) n,‘= i $jV, is a module for the same n and r. 
For n = 2 the conjecture is true (see, Stanley [13], Hughes [6], 
Odlyzko-Richmond [9]). Here it is proved for n = 4 by analytic methods 
similar to those of Odlyzko-Richmond. Let n:= i (1 - t”“)/( 1 - t”) = 
C,” cjt/ Then we have the asymptotic estimate 
for even n. Here s*(r) = C; v* = r(r + 1)(2r + 1)/6. 
Finally the theory of representations of E/p2 in characteristic p> 0 is 
used to find some more unimodal polynomials. Let ‘pP = 1 + t + . . . tPp ’ 
and let f be a symmetric polynomial of degree n. Then there are unique 
symmetric polynomials h and 7 such that 
f = hcp, + t (* - ““,7: 
where s = degT<p - 2 and r(O) # 0. 
THEOREM. [y] is unimodal. This cannot be generalized to [:I. 
2. THE REPRESENTATION RING OF SL(2,C) 
Let G = SL(2, C) be the group of 2 x 2-matrices over C with determinant 
one. A representation of G is a group homomorphism 8: G + Aut V where 
V is a finite dimensional vector space. It is equivalent to say that V is a 
(left) C[G]-module with the action g * x = 0(g) X. We will only consider 
rational representations (see [ 111). 
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We will simply say that V is a module. A module is irreducible if it is # 0 
and has only trivial submodules. The algebraic group ,X(2, C) is reductive 
and it follows that every module V is a direct sum of irreducible modules Vi 
(see [ 111). 
v=ccjvj, where cj > 0. 
There is one irreducible module V, of dimension j for j = 1, 2, 3,.... In par- 
ticular V, = C with the trivial action. 
Let 
~cjVj;cj~H;almostallcj=O 
i 
be the representation ring of G = SL(2, C). Addition is direct sum. Since all 
exact sequences plit, R, is equal to the Grothendieck group &(C[G]). 
The multiplication is induced by the tensor product over C with the action 
g’(uo~)=(g~u)o(g~~). 
2.1. Clebsch-Gordan rule. 
If man then 
v,v,= vm++ ,  vm+n-3+ ..* + Vmpn+,. 
In particular Vz V, = V, + 1 + V,- , so R, is generated by V, over E. 
THEOREM 2.2. The map given by V, H X is a ring isomorphism 
R, --f Z[X]. We get V,, 1 = U, ( V,/2) where U, (cos cp) = sin(n + 1) #in cp 
is the second kind of Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 
ROdd = 
G 
and 
PROPOSITION 2.4. R, = Rzdd @ Ryn is a Z/2Z-graded ring, i.e., 
Rodd R;dd E &dd, R;dd ,;;v,, c Ry and &WI RF E R;dd. 
G 
Proof: Use the Clebsch-Gordan rule. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Call a module J$ c, V, homogeneous if it is either in 
Rzdd or in RF” (i.e., either all cz,, = 0 or all cZr + , = 0). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. A’ V,, and S’V,, , the exterior and symmetric powers 
of V,, over C are homogeneous modules. This is essentially proved in 
([3, Remark 1.61; let p be large), but we are later going to give a proof for 
a more general case (the Schur-modules, see Theorem 2.1 l(b)). 
In order to make computations easier, it is convenient to introduce a 
parameter p defined by 
v,=p++--1. 
This corresponds to “the splitting principle” in K-theory (p has dimension 
one). By induction one shows that 
and 
where 
G (x y),(yL yyx”-l- ,-‘)...(,-,,I- yn-r+l) 
n,r 3 (X- Y)...(x’- Yr) 
is the symmetric Gaussian polynomial. Then [;I( t) = G,,( 1, t) is the usual 
Gaussian polynomial. For the details see [4, 1.5-1.71, where the usefulnes of 
the ring RG is further emphazised. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let a = (IX], q,..., CI,) be a partition (we always assume 
tht a >CI > , , Z, ,..., > a,). Given a module V we define the Schur-module. 
That s”V is a module follows from Schur’s thesis [ 10, p. 431. Let 
a’ = (a; ) a; )...) ai) be the conjugate partition of c(. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. S”V=det(/“\“;-‘+’ V),6i,,j..,. 
Proof This follows from the relation 
A-,( v-)*0,(V)= 1, 
where A,(V)=~~i.,A\‘Vt’ and o,(V)=Cj,,S’Vtj (see [4, 1.63 and 
[8, 1.2.9’1). 
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COROLLARY 2.9. s” V = 0 ij” r = the length of a is larger than dim V. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. We compute SaV2. 
Y’V, = v LT.,+13 
s(z1*a2)v2= va,-12+1, 
S”V,=O if r > 3, 
where a = (aI, a2 ,..., a,). 
THEOREM 2.11. S” V, is a homogeneous module. 
Proof. Define a map 
sign: REdd u Ry + { 1, - 1) 
bY 
sign V= 
1 if V E RGdd 
-1 ifVERy* 
Then sign is multiplicative by the Clebsch-Gordan rule. If n is odd then V,, 
is odd and SV, is odd for all r and so is TV,, by the definition. If n is even 
then sign S’V, = ( - 1)’ and 
sign n Sai-i+jvn=(-l)~.tl,-~i+~j(-l)lal. 
(iJ) 
Hence S’V, is in REdd if Jaj = xi ai is even otherwise in RF. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let a be a partition. Then for x = (i,j) E a we define 
the content c(x) =j - i and the hook length h(x) = ai + a; - i-j + 1. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let n 3 Ial. Then we have 
sIxv,= l-j “;c’(X) 
XELl h(x) 
in R, [&, :,...I. 
Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 15.3 in 
Stanley [ 111 but easier. By doing the computations in RG we avoid some 
extra factors. 
We use induction on a1. When a1 = 1 then a = (1, l,..., 1) so 
Sal/,=~‘V=G,,,(~,~-‘)= 
V,V”-l... v/n--r+1 
v v  v  
I 2”’ I 
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Let c(* be obtained from c( by removing the first column (i.e., x,! = a, - 1). 
We need to show 
s” v,, = S”’ v,, + , n J!!.-L 
/=I v,, r + r
Then we are done by the induction hypothesis applied to V,, + , . 
Divide thejth column of slVn =det(SzzPif’V,,) by V,,+,+, and multiply 
the ith row by V,,- ,+l. We get 
szv,= fi vvn-i det . 
i= I a,--r+r 
The ith element of the last (i.e., rth) column is 
V 
which is equal to the ith element of the last column of the determinant for 
Sa*vn+,. Using the symmetric Gaussian polynomials one proves 
LEMMA 2.14. V,S--IVn- VjSvpiV,,+,= Vn-jSypJ-‘V,,+,. 
Multiply the new last column by VI/Vn and subtract it from the (r - 1)th 
column. We get by the Lemma (with j = 1 and v = cli - i + r), 
which is just the ith element in the (r - 1)th column of S”*V,, + r. Continu- 
ing this way using the lemma we finish the proof. 
Remark 2.15. Theorems 2.11 and 2.13 are probably very special for the 
group X(2, C). It will be seen later that in characteristic p > 0 then S”V 
need not be a module (see 5.5). Let t,, fZ,..., be indeterminates and define 
the S-function 
P(t,, t, )..,, tJ= 
det(tp+‘+j) 
det( t;-j) 
if c( = (~1,) a2 ,..., a,). 
PROPOSITION 2.16. We have the generating function 
fi fi (1-/A~--~ti)-‘=~S~vVn+1S=(tl,f2,...,). 
i=l j=O a 
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Proof. The symmetric powers Sr I’,,, I have the generating function 
a,(l/,+,)= 1 SIvn+,tr= fi (l-$-%-l 
r>O j=O 
(see [4, 1.61). Then the rest follows from 6.4V in Littlewood [7]. 
3. UNIMODAL POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we will consider polynomials with integer coefficients. 
DEFINITION 3.1.(a) A polynomial 
a,+a,l+ ... +a,t” 
is called symmetric if a, Pi = aj for all j. 
(b) A symmetric polynomial a, + a, t + . . . + a, t” is called unimodal 
if 
MAIN THEOREM 3.2. There is a bijection (preserving multiplication) 
(symmetric unimodal polynomials of such that f (0) # 0} + {homogeneous 
modules} given by f (t) + ppdegff (p*). Then 
{f; degf is odd} CI RF, 
{f; deg f is even} e, Rgdd. 
Proof: Let f(t)=a,+a,t+ . . . + a,t” be symmetric unimodal with 
a, = a,, # 0. Then 
=aoVn+I+(a,-ao) V,-,+(a,-a,) V,-j+ .... 
The image is a uniquely determined homogeneous module since 
aj+, -ai> for j<n/2. Conversely given a homogeneous module 
V=CC~V,~~~ V=CcjVzj+, we can in a unique way reconstruct he sym- 
metric unimodal polynomialf: 
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Finally the map is multiplicative since 
.f.g+p d=fyf. g)(g) = /J d""ff(p") p de""g(p2). 
COROLLARY 3.3. The product of two symmetric unimodal polynomials is 
symmetric unimodal. 
Remark 3.4. The direct sum in R, induces an “addition” of symmetric 
unimodal polynomials of the same degree parity. Hence if deg f = m B n = 
deg g then f + 6” ~ nv2 g is symmetric unimodal if S and g are so. 
THEOREM 3.5. The Gaussian polynomial [y](t) is unimodal. 
Proof: [:I H A’ V, which is a homogeneous module (Example 2.6.) 
This is probably the 50th proof of this fact. Still there is no really elemen- 
tary proof. 
The question now arises: Are there any more easy-proved results of this 
kind? There is the obvious generalization. 
THEOREM 3.6. The generalized Gaussian polynomial 
is unimodal. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.13 we have [i] -+ 57’ V, where CC’ is the conjugate 
partition of ~1. But by Theorem 2.1 l(b) Slx’V,, is a homogeneous module. 
One can ask if one can go the other way; Knowing that a polynomial is 
unimodal one can prove that certain elements of R, are modules. 
THEOREM 3.7 (Dynkin-Stanley-Hughes-Odlyzko-Richmond). 
(1+t)(l+tZ)(1+t3)...(1+tr) is unimodal. 
Remark 3.8. There are three essentially different proofs of this result. 
Dynkin [S], Stanley [13], and Hughes [6] use the classification of 
semisimple Lie-algebras. Stanley [ 141 uses the “Hard Lefschetz Theorem” 
in algebraic geometry. Odlyzko and Richmond [9] use only elementary 
analysis. 
It would be interesting to know what module does the polynomial in 
Theorem 3.7 correspond to. 
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DEFINITION 3.9. Let n,(V) = CraO A’ Vt’. The Adams operations $jV 
are given by $,( V) = xjro II/jVtj, 
+-,(V)=t-$ogl,(V). 
We have the explicit formula 
We note that ll/‘V,, is never a module if r >/ 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. n,‘=, $jV, is a homogeneous module. 
Proof. This follows from 3.7 since 
This suggests the following: 
Conjecture 3.11. The following equivalent statements hold 
(a) nJ=, Il/jV” is a homogeneous module if n is even or if n is odd 
and r sufficiently large (probably r 2 13 suffices). 
(b) n;=, (1 - t’“)/( 1 - t’) is unimodal for the same values of n and r. 
Remark 3.12. (a) By 3.7 the conjecture is true for n = 2. Using 
analytic methods similar to those of Odlyzko-Richmond [9] I have shown 
it for n = 4 (see Theorem 4.1). The conjecture has been checked for small n 
and r on a computer by Henrik Eriksson. 
(b) If n:= 1 (1 - t”“)/( 1 - t”) = c&, cjrj then cj = the number of par- 
titions of j into at most r parts none of which is repeated more than n - 1 
times. (If n = 2 then the parts are unequal.) 
Conjecture 3.13. The following equivalent statements hold for n > 27: 
(a) (1+t)(l+t3)~~~(1+t2n-1)+f2+fn2--2isunimodal. 
(b) +1V2t,b3V2... J/2n-1V2+ VnZe3- V”ZL~ is homogeneous module. 
Finally we relate the decomposition of SaV,, to plane partitions. 
DEFINITION 3.14. A column-strict plane partition n of shape u is an array 
of positive integers nii where (i, j) E a such that 
nv>ni+ 1.j and $2 n,j+ I for all i, j. 
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The sum (rcl = xi,j n,, is called the weight of the partition. The n,, are called 
the parts of x = (nV). 
Let us fix the shape CI = (cI,, a,,...) and an integer n > 0. Denote by d, the 
number of plane partitions with weightj, shape CY and all parts <n. Then 
we have the generating function 
where ~(cc)=~~~, (i- l)ai (see [ll, Theorem 15.31) and N=n(a( -n(a). 
Ifj< Ial +n(a) then d,=O. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let S” V, = Cu3, c, V,. Then 
c, = dun + 1 )I~I + I - 11~2 - d,,n + I)I~I ~ 1~ 0)/z. 
Here dj = 0 if j -c 0 or if j is not an integer. 
Proof: Since V, +-+ (1 - t”)/( 1 - t) we have by 2.13 and 3.6 that 
= ?djtj-fr+n(a)= F d,+,,,+nc,)tJ, 
j=O j=O 
where N, = deg[;,] = (n - l)lal - 2n(a). By the proof of 3.2 we get 
,$J ajtjcr~(aj-aj~,) VM+I-~,=~+’ 
.c, ( 
a(,+l-u)j2--a(,-~-u)j2 ) V” 
i>O j=O 
and hence 
COROLLARY 3.16 (Cayley-Sylvester’s Fundamental Theorem). Let 
A(m, r, n) = the number of partitions of m into at most r parts all of size < n. 
Then the number of linearly independent SL(2, C)-invariant homogeneous 
polynomials of degree r in n + 1 variables is 
A(rn/2, r, n) - A(rn/2 - 1, r, n). 
Proof Since V, is the only irreducible G-module consisting of invariant 
elements, the number in the theorem is just the number c, of components 
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V, in the decomposition of S’V, + , . So let tl = (r) be the partition with one 
row and replace n by n + 1 in the formula in 3.15. Now d, = the number of 
partitions of u into exactly r parts all of size 6 n + 1. It follows 
d,=A(u,r,n+l)-A(u,r-l,n+l)=A(u-r,r,n) 
by [3, l.l.f]. Hence 
=A @+2)r 
( 
--r, 
2 
r, n 
) ( 
-A (n+2)r l-r r n -- 7, 2 ) 
= A(nr/2, r, n) - A(nr/2 - 1, r, n). 
4. ANALYTIC METHODS 
In this section we refine the methods of Odlyzko-Richmond [9] to give 
a proof of Conjecture 3.11 when n = 4. In principle we prove it for all even 
n but there is a gap for “small” r that has to be filled in by a computer. 
This seems to be unreachable if n > 6. Let 
r 1 - t”U 
I-I -= 2 CJi, 
o=l lAt” j=(l 
where N = N, = (n - 1) r(r + 1)/2. Then 
2 cr,jtj=(1+tr+t2r+ ... +t+~‘)N~‘Cr~,ifi 
j=O i-0 ' 
gives the recursion formula 
c ‘.I = C,~I,j+C,~I,j-r+C,-I,j~2r+ “’ +Cr-I,j-(n-l)r. 
Assume that I-I;; : (1 - t”“)/( 1 - t”) is unimodal. Then c,_ ,,, increases with 
j up to N,- J2 and so does c,,~. Thus we must fill the gap 
(N/2)-((n-l)r/2)<j<N/2 where N=N,=(n-l)r(r+1)/2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given an even integer n > 2 there is a number r. depending 
only on n such that if r 3 r. then c,,~+, > c,,~ for N/2 - r(n - 1)/2 <j< N/2. 
If n 2 6 we have asymptotically 
2 
ro=$ 310gn+-210glogn+- 
( 
1 1 log log n 
12 logn +(1+&)log+J 
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Proof Before we start the rather technical proof we collect some useful 
inequalities: 
LEMMA 4.2. The ,following inequalities are valid 
(A) 
(B) 
(Cl 
(D) 
(El 
(F) 
(G) 
W) 
(1) 
lsin n x/sin xl Gn, 
lsin n x/sin XI dnlcos xl ifn is even, 
lsin n x/sin XI d nlcos 2x1 zfn is odd 2 5, 
[sin n x/sin x( > ne -nz.r2’3 if 1x1 < 2/n, 
cos x 2 epy.‘2 if 1x1 < 1 where y = -log cos 1 =0,616..., 
cosx<e- r212 !f 1x1 d n/2, 
lcos xl <e-cs1n*r”2, 
lcos xl <em (sin2 r)/2 (sdr)/4 3 
l/sinx<(l/x)+(x/3) ifO<xd71/2. 
ProoJ (A) Use the identities 
2 sin x(cos x + cos 3x + . . . + cos(2k - 1) x) = sin 2kx, 
sinx(1 +2cos2x+2cos4x+ ... +2cos2kx)=sin(2k+l)x. 
(B) Isin 2kx/sin xl = [sin 2kx/sin 2x). 2 cos x] < 2klcos xl by (A). 
(C) ]sinnx/sinxl = 12sinnxcosx/sin2xl = sin(n+ 1)x-sin(n- 1) 
x/sin2x( < (((n+ 1)/2) + ((n- I)/~))]cos~x~ = nlcos2x) by (B). and 
induction 
(D ) e,,2.Y2/3 (sinnx/sinx) 2 (1 +(n2x2/3) + (n4x4/18))(nx-(n3x3/6)). 
(l/x) = n( 1 + (n2x2/6) - (n6x6/108)) > n if (nx)4 < 18. 
(E) is proved in [IS]. 
(F) is a standard inequality. 
(G) and (H). cos’ x = 1 -sin2 x = e’Og(’ ~sin2r). 
(I) l/sin x < l/x( 1 -x2/6) < (1 +x2/3)/x if (xl s 3. 
Proof of the Theorem. Put t = e2jV in the formula 
then 
n r 1 -e2invV = eiN~ r sin vncp N “=, 1 -ezivW n -= “=, sinvq ,go ciezoq 
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2 1 cj cos(N- 2j) cp = fj Sln==f(cp) 
j=O “=I slnvcp 
(where cN12 has to be replaced by (l/2) cNi2 if N is even) and 
that defines cj as a function of j for every real j. Then we can differentiate 
with respect to j. We want to show that 
when 0 < p d r(n - 1) where p = N- 2j. In the last equality we used that n 
is even but one can show that the last formula is also valid for odd n. 
Consider first I, = @“‘f(cp) cp sin peep dqx 
Using Lemma (D) we have 
Now C; v2 =s2(r) = r(r + 1)(2r+ 1)/6-r3/3 when r is large and 
sin pucp >PLcpfie Pr2V2’3 if 0 < , ~L(P <2, i.e., cp < 2/p < 2/r(n - 1) d 2/m (it follows 
from the proof of Lemma (D). It follows 
f 2’nr I, 2n’p cp e 2 -(~2/3)(n2S2(r)+Ir2)d~ = ,,rp 0 s 
2/m 
cpe 2 -u2V2dq, 
0 
where u2 = (n2s2(r) +p2)/3 -n2r3/9 when r is large. Making the sub- 
stitution t = a2cp2 we get 
where (putting c = 4a2/n2r2) 
E,=~~~~e-fdtG(JF+?)e~~<l/lOOO ifrislarge. 
Finally we get I, an’p. 11, 9.n-3r-9/2. 
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Next we consider I1 = i;,$:,r’(q) cp sin p(p dq. Using Lemmas (B) and (F) 
we get 
n’P 
i‘ 
nh/2r 
=- 
b3 
i2e ‘=/‘dt, 2h,nr 
where b2 = s2 (r) - r3/3. Now for d> c $0 we have after partial integration 
s d- c - 092 ’ t2e-‘2’2dt =(c + l/c) c”/’ - (d+ l/d) ePJ212 -cd e -cl/2 -ce , c 
where c,< 6<d. Hence 
2J2(r)/f12r2 < n’p . 6 . n ~ I r ~ 4e - 2rJ3n2 
Finally we estimate 
s 
42 I, = f(d cp sin PCP &.
nl2r 
Using Lemma [H] we find 
I 42 1 r 1131 Gnn’P sin2 vcp -; 1 sin4 vcp dq n/2r 1 
Now by Lemma (I) and (A) we get 
;$ I: 1 r sin2uq+;Csin4vrp=- ( 
1 lsin(2r+l)cp 
2 2+4-z sin cp > 
1 
+z s+G-i 
( 
3r 3 1 sin(2r+l)cp 1 sin(4r + 2) (p 
sin cp +iz sin 2q > 
llr 11 3 sin(2r+l)cp 
=32+64x 
1 sin(4r + 2) cp 
sin cp +a sin 2q1 
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Hence 1Z3 1< nr~(rr3/24) e-(5np6)r’16n = n’p. 1,292e-0,193’. We want that 
IZ,l + 1Z31 <I,, i.e., 6n-‘r-4e-2”3”2 + 1,292e-0S’93’< 11,9n-3r-9’2 which is 
obviously true for large r. For n 2 6 one easily sees that II, 1 4 )I, 1 and the 
critical value r0 is found by solving the equation 
fjn-lr-4e-2r13n2= (27 J;;/4) n-3r-9~*. 
Putting t = 2r/3n2 we get 
J tee’=- : J3?r/2.np3 =anp3. 
Taking logarithms and iterating we get 
t=3logn-loga+flogt x3logn-loga+$(3logn-loga) 
z 3 log n + f log log n + log(JSia). 
Do it again, 
t = 3 log n - log a +; log(3 log n +; log log n + log(J$z)) 
1 log log n 1 lo&m 
=3logn+~loglogn+log(Jjla)+~ logn +; logn + .... 
Q.E.D. 
Already for n = 4 we get r. = 106 and in this case we need r 3 125 in order 
to have lZ3) <II. To check up to r = 125 will involve numbers (i.e., cN12) 
with 72 digits and may be a little cumbersome. Therefore we will refine the 
estimates of the integral to get a better value (42) for r. when r = 4. 
THEOREM 4.3. l-I;= I (1 - t4”)/( 1 - t”) is unimodul for all r. 
Proof We have sin 4x/sin x = 4 cos xcos 2x and we want to show that 
4’ J-y* cp sin pep fi cos vcp fi cos 2v(p dcp 2 0 for 0 <p < 3r. 
I I 
Using Lemma (E) we get as in the proof of 4.1, 
I, = cp sin pep fi cos VCJI cos 2~41 dq 
I 
2 
whereu*=$+5ys,(r)-:r3 
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and hence 
Next we estimate 
I, 3 4’p (A/4) r 9,‘. 
I,=4’ s 
n/4r 
cp sin ~L(P fi cos v’p cos 2v(p dcp 
lj2r I 
by the use of Lemma (F). It follows that 
4’P nh/4r 
=- 
b’ s h/2r t2e- 
12f2dt < 4rp b e .- h2/8r 
’ b’ ’ 2r 
< 4’~ . 0.3r-4e p5r/24, where b2 = 5s2 (r) - 5r3/3. 
Then we consider 
I 
n/2r 
I,=4’ cp sin ,ulcp b cos v(p fi cos 2v(p dp 
n/4r I 1 
Using Lemmas (G) and (H) we get 
- 1 
r r 
sin’ v(p -
2 
1 sin’ 
1 
2v(p-; 1 1 sin4 v(p dqx 
I 
Now 
19r 19 3 
=32+z-i7;’ 
sin(2r + 1) cp 7 sin(4r + 2) cp -- 
sin cp 64 sin 2~p 
19r 19 3 1 7 1 >-+--- .-__.- 
32 64 16 sin nj4r 64 sin n/2r 
197C-31 19 137t 1 1971-31 
= 32n r+64-384’;’ 3211 ” 
Hence II, 1 d4’pe ((‘9nP3’v32n)’ f;$; ‘p2 dcp < 4rp. 1,292. r-3ep0,285r. Next 
we estimate 
cp sin pep fi cos vcp h cos vcp dcp G 4’~ I”” ~ n’2r cp2e- “qdcp, 
I I n/2r 
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where as above 
U-19r I 19 ?.sin(2r+l)rp -- 7 
32 64 16 sin 64 
sin(4r+2)fpz387c-31 ’ ‘* 
cp sin 2~ 64~ 
Hence 1Z41 <4’~. (n3/24) ,-((38n-31)‘64n)r=4r~ l.292.e-0.439r. Finally we 
study 
s 42 I, = 4’ cp sin ,uq fi cos vcp fi cos 2vrp dep. n/2 ~ n/2r 1 1 
Make the substitution q H x/2 - cp (assume r = 2k) 
sin vq fi cos vcp i cos 2v(p dq 
v = 2,4,... 1 
s 
rr/4k 
<c. 
. &, - ~6k’v’2/9dq, where C = 4’,u 
0 0 
t 2(2k - 1 )!! 
Setting t = 16k3q2/9 we get 
Using Stirling’s formula we get 
and 
lZsl <4’p ; 
0 
22kkk~~k~.a.(t)k.k-3~2 
.k-3k/2 5 ki2 e-W2fi 
0 
. k - 1, - (3 - log(9/8)(k/Z) 
= 4’~ . 4.64r - ‘, -“*72r. 
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Collecting the evidence we find 
I I 
21,. <4’p(0.3~~e~~““~+ 1.292rp’e-“~2”5’+ 1.292.~ 0.439r 
2 
+4,64.r- ‘e 0.72’) 6 4’~. 0,426. r ’ ’ < Z, if r 3 42. 
The conjecture was checked by Henrik Eriksson on a computer for r < 42. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let n:=, (1 - t”“)/(l - t’) = C,” cjti with N = 
(n - 1) r(r + 1)/2. When n is even and r large we have 
for k < mr/8. Here s2 (r) = C; v2 = r(r + 1)(2r + 1)/6. 
Proof By the proof of 4.1 we have 
2 7Q r sin nvq 
+k=-j. n 
n0 
- cos 2kcp dep. 
v=l sinvq 
First we consider the interval 0 < cp Q 2/m. We have the exact formula (see 
[ 1, Formula 4.3.713) 
.(r) cp” 
2J > 
where c(s) is the Riemann zeta-function. Now 
G(r+l)1(4) f 
jc2J&(n’r:““)” 
<cn4(r+ 1)5q4 
‘90 
1on4 {l+i+(zr+ . ..}=f(r+l)‘p’ 
since szj(r) < (r + 1)““/(2j + 1) and [(2j) < c(4) = 7c4/90 and 
n(r + 1) q/n <n(r+ 1) 2/nnr < 2/3. Putting a2= ((n’- 1)/6)s,(r) and using 
that cos 2kq 2 0 we get 
n4(r+ 1)5 2 Wr 
‘Go s 4 - 
500 
cpe -+‘cos 2kq dq 
2 2/nr 
+- s R 0 
e p”2~2cos 2kcp dcp 
2 2lnr dZ,<- I x0 e-“2’p2~os 2kcp dqx 
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But 12 e-“dt < eeb2/2b and 
and 
cpe 3J;; 4 -a292cos 2kcp dcp < low (p4e -““‘dcp = 8aS 
f 
m J;; 
0 
e ~u292cos 2kcp dcp = 2a e- k2/u2. 
It follows that 
if r is large (say r > 40). 
Next we look at Z2 =J$;f(cp) cos 2krp dq. Using the estimate 
If( < nre-s2w92/2 we get 
where c2 = s2 (r)/2 - r3/6. Hence 
3 n IZ,I ~,,.-._.,-2113n2=~‘0(~~5/2) 
2 r2 
if r is large. 
Finally using the inequalities in the proof of 4.1 we get 
II, I = jn;2tf(d cos2kqd+, <n’71.ep’5”-‘5”/‘6” 2 
.TL 
En’--e 
2 
-0,193r = nr~(r - 5/2) 
if r is large (say > 80). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.5. Dividing by rzr we get a normal distribution (locally close 
to N/2) with variance a2 = ((n’ - 1)/6) s2(r). This is a special case of the 
central limit theorem in probability theory. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let n;=, (1 + t2’- ‘) = C:‘_, C, t’. Thus c,. = the number qf 
partitions of v into at most n odd unequal parts. Then 
~~212 f k = 2” JM e ~ 6k*l(4n’ n’ { 1 + O(n ~ ’ ) } for large n 
and k =C 3n/2. 
Proof: Put t = e2’+‘. Then we get 
ci4”-‘.- z 1: ( fi cos(2v - 1) q) cos(n’- 2j) cp dqx 
1,= I 
Let 
S=logficos(2v-1)qG= - 1 
m (22’- 1)1(2j) ’ 
I j= I jx2’ 
,;] (2v - 1 yiq?. 
Now C:=, (2v- 1)2=(4n3-n)/3 and C:=, (2v- 1)2i<2%z2i+1/(2j+ 1) so 
4n3-n 
O-G6 
ni(4) 44n4q4 1 512 
G ~.5.~4 
.- 
1 -4,9=EGn5v4 
if cp < n/6n. 
Hence with 
fi cos(2v - 1) q) cos 2kq dq, 
I 
where k = (n2/2) -j we get 
s 
n/6n 
e-"4n3-n)/6)q2- (512/1000)nS~4 cos 2kq dq 
0 
n/6n 
<I, < .r 
,-(~4~'-n)/6hzCOS 2kp &,. 
0 
Put a2 = (4n3 - n)/6 and we get as in the proof of 4.4, 
c2. 512 .3d$.,5+~~$c”2,~&,~~ 
- ‘7T 1000 8a5 n a* 
- O(n-5’2). 
Next we consider 
fi cos(2v - 1) 9) cos 2kq dq 
1 
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and we get 
- &2 x.; (2v - I)*&, 
2 6n ,-&=dv <-,pe - n2c2/36n2 
It 2nc2 > 
where c2 = (4n3 - n)/6. Hence 
Then let 
I3 = 2 j-=12 - n’4n ( fi cos(2v - 1) q) cos 2kq 
71 
dq. 
n/4n 1 
Using estimates as in the proof of 4.1 we get 
(I, 1 <z 
s 
rr’2-z’4n exp 
7-c nl4n 
-~~sin2(2v-l)q-~~sin4(2v-l)q}dq 
I 1 
~2.1E.e-((711-20)/32~,n+(5rr/96n)=~(n~5’2) 
II 2 
since 77r> 20 
Finally 
lZ41=/~~~22-*,4~(~cos(2v-l)o)cos2krpd~l 
<fS$“” lfisin(2v-l)ql dq 
1 
G2.1.3.5 
?I 
. . * (2n - 1) &,. qf’dp 
Q.E.D. 
Conjecture 4.7. Let [“z’](t) = C;:=, A(m, n, r) t”, i.e., A(m, n, r) = the 
number of partitions of m into at most parts all of size < r. Then we have 
for large and r 
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Let cr = (tli , q,..., a,) be a partition. It would be interesting to find 
estimates for ci when n + CC where 
Then ~~=d~+~,~+.~,, where d,= the number of plane partitions of weight j 
of shape TV into parts d n (see 3.14). 
If we let c1 vary and let Ial + co we conjecture (as in 4.7) that 
d (II + I )121/2 + k = cNl2 + k 
when n and Itl( -+ cc such that Ial -&. Here 
u2=i 1 ((n+c(x))‘-h(.‘i)Z)=i {n21al +2nc(a)- la]‘}, 
.Y E I 
where c(a) = C,,, c(x) = +(Ci a’ -x, a:‘). We need 
LEMMA 4.8. C,,, (II(x)~ -c(x)‘)= Ia12. 
Proof: We use induction on a,. If a1 = 1 then it is obvious. Assume that 
the lemma is true for smaller a,. Delete the first column. The new diagram 
has the same hook lengths except that the numbers ai + r - i in the first 
column (for i= 1, 2,..., r) are missing. Also the contents coincide except that 
the last element ai- i in each row (i = 1, 2,..., r) is missing. By the induction 
hypothesis we get 
c w)2 - c(x)2) 
XEtl 
=(/al-r)‘+ 1 ((ai+r-i)2-(ai-i)2) 
i=l 
=(/al-r)‘+r 1 (2a,+r-2i) 
<=I 
= la12-2rlal +r2+2rlaI +r3-2r.r(r+ 1)/2 
= /a(‘. 
In order to estimate ci with a fixed we would need good estimates for 
c ((n-c(x))2J-h(x)2i) whenj22. 
XE;r 
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5. CHARACTERISTIC p>O 
In this section we consider the representations of the group G = Z/pZ in 
characteristic p >O. Then there are p indecomposable k[G]-modules 
W, = k a field of characteristic p, W,,..., W, (i.e., W,, is not the direct sum 
of proper submodules). Here dim, W,, = n and 
WP = k[G] z k[X]/(P - 1). 
Let R, be the Grothendieck ring of finite dimensional k[G]-modules with 
@ k as multiplication. Using Theorem 2.2 we get 
THEOREM 5.1. We have a ring epimorphism 
@: ZCXI = &m, a:) + & 
given by X = V, H W,. The kernel is the ideal generated by 
(X- 2) up- I W2). 
For a proof see [2, Proposition 1.63. From the calculations in [2] it 
follows that we have the relations 
@‘( v2vp f s )=2vW,+ w, if 1 <s<p. (*) 
It also follows the following result 
THEOREM 5.2. @(s’V,+ ,) = SW,, , is a k[G]-module. 
This means that if S’V,, 1 = ~~=, cj Vi as an X42, C)-module, then if we 
replace Vi with Wj for j<p and for j>p we use the relations in (*) then we 
will get the decomposition of SW,,+ I in R, (i.e., we will still get non- 
negative coefficients for W,, W, ,..., W,). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. S4V5= V, +2V,-t2V,+ V,, + V,,+ V,, over X42, C). 
Then if G = Z/pZ and char k = p we get 
s4w5= w,+2w,+2w,+ w,,+ w,,+ w,, 
ifp> 17. But ifp= 13 then V,, H 2W13-- W, so 
s*w,= w,+2w,+ w,+ w,,+3w,3. 
Ifp= 11 then 
s4w5= w,+ w,+ w,+5w,, 
and if p < 7 then S4 W, is free, i.e., it consists only of copies of W,. 
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Now tie want to transfer these results to the symmetric polynomials in 
Z[t]. Let 
1 -t” ---= 1 +t+ ... +f-‘. cpn= lpt 
Then we have the relations 
(P2p+.s=(1+fp+~)(Pp+fp~,, 
(Pp+.s=(l+tJ)(Pp-tS~p-~s, 
which correspond to Vzvpis = 2v V,, 5 V, in R,. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f be a symmetric polynomial of degree n. Then 
there are unique symmetric polynomials h and f with f(0) #O where 
degT=s<p-2 and 
f= hq, + t-)/2$ 
Here 7 has the same degree parity as J: 
Proof Let f(t) = 1; a, t’. Put t = p2 and 2x = p + p-‘. Then 
In/21 Cd21 
f(t)=p” 1 ay(~“~2”+~2Y~‘1)=2~Ln 1 a,,T,,_,,,(x), 
v = 0 V=O 
where T,(cos rp) = cos jq is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. 
Observe that the T,: s only contain terms of the same degree parity as f: 
Using that 
1 -tp 
tnpw=~=Pp-‘p 
p-P-p= 
p-p-’ kJ p-‘~p-,(x,, 
where the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind Up_ 1 only has even 
degree terms. The euclidean algorithm implies that there are unique g and r 
such that 
f(t) = 2f(g(x) up- I(xl + r(x)), 
where deg r = s <p - 2 and n - s is even. Hence 
f(t)=2(~“-P+‘g(x)~LP-1Up~,(x)+~Ln~~S~’r(x)) 
= h(t) q,(t) + t(n-s)‘2y(t) 
after translating back to p and t. 
Remark 5.3. If f is unimodal then f must not be unimodal. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let p be any prime and n, r positive integers. Then [F] 
is unimodal. 
Proof The Gaussian polynomial f(t) = [” : ‘1 corresponds to the 
SL( 2, C)-module S’ V, + i in the proof of Theorem 3.5. The reduced 
G-module SK in [3, Definition 2.21 is obtained from S’V, + i = 
G ( n+r,rI4 CL -‘) by using the relations #( V2VP+s) =2v W, + W, and then 
putting W, = 0. By the discussion after Example 5.3 this corresponds to 
setting ‘p,,(t) = 0 in the relation 
But the coefficients of W,, W, ,..., W,-, in SW,, , are nonnegative and 
hence by the Main Theorem the corresponding polynomial [F] is 
unimodal. 
We can get another version of this result by viewing it in Z[e2”“J’]. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let c = 2’“‘lP be a primitive pth root of unity. Then we 
have uniquely [” : ‘I= [“g(c) where g(t) is symmetric with deg g < p - 2 and 
g(0) # 0. Then the polynomial g(t) is unimodal. 
Proof Since q,(t) = 1 + t + . . . + tP- ’ is the minimal polynomial of <, 
the existence of g follows from 
[ 1 ‘;’ (t)=h(t)cp,(t)+ tS ‘7 [ 1 (t) 
by putting t = 5 and g(t) = [y](t). The uniqueness of g follows from the 
following: Let 
where we may assume tht a, + a, t + ... + a,t” is unimodal (by 3.5). In 
particular all aj > 0. Furthermore we assume that a,- i = ai and b,-j = bj. 
Assume that s = si - s2 > 0 (if s < 0 take p - s instead). Distribute the num- 
bers a,, a, ,..., a, on the unit circle in the points 1, e2ni’p,..., e2ni”‘p. Multiply- 
ing by c” means turning the picture 21x/p in positive direction. Since 
(Pv’= -I-[-- . . . -iP-2 we get b,=a,-,-a,-,-, where the indices 
are counted modulo p. It is easily seen that this violates the symmetry con- 
dition of the b,: s. Hence s = 0 and b, = a,. 
One could hope that also [y] were unimodal. But this is not always the 
case. 
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Let p = 5 and a = (6, 3). Then 
S=W2=/;$ s*w2~=~w3+w5 w4+wil=w,u., 
2 s4 w, w4 W5 
is not a G-module. Note that det(/\“; ~‘+’ W2)1 Gic,s6 = W,. This depends 
on the fact that (see [3. Theorem 2.31) that 
~~,(W,,)~,(w~)=*-(w~~~-l)rP if n is even. 
However, if V= W, where n is odd or more generally if VE Rgdd then 
L,(V)a,(V)= 1 
so then 
z;-i+t 
det Sr,rl+l V=det /j V. 
The above example could suggest hat it would be better to define S”V by 
exterior powers. But if p = 7 and u = (6,3) then 
saw,= 14w,- w,- w, 
with either definition of S” W,. 
Note added in proof: Conjecture 3.13 has been proved by the author, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 
38 (1985), 121-126. Conjecture 3.11 has been proved by the author for 3 <n < 20 and for 
rr= 100 and 101 (Lund, 1987, preprint). 
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